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extent that it has become part and parcel of Chinese life.
Your saying, therefore, that your culture and your morals
are in danger of being destroyed, leads one to think that
the reform movement in your country was only skin-deep.
Gambling had not disappeared from the people's hearts.
It was kept down uot by the tone set by society, but by
the penalty of the law. The heart continued to gamble.
Japan is of course to blame and must be blamed for what
it has done or is doing. But then Japan is just now like the
wolf whose business it is to make short work of the sheep.
Blaming the wolf would not help the sheep much. The sheep
must learn not to fall into the clutqhes of the wolf.
" If even a few of you took to non-violence, they would
stand forth as living monuments of Chinese culture and
morals. Anc\ then, even if China were overwhelmed on the
battlefield, it would be well with China in the end, because
it would at the same time be receiving a message which
contains a promise of hope and deliverance. Japan cannot
force drugs down unwilling ^throats at the 'point of the
bayonet. It can only set up temptations. You cannot teach
people to resist these temptations by replying to Japanese
force by force. Whatever else force may or may not be
able to achieve, it cannot safeguard Chinese morals or
save Chinese culture.
"If you feel the truth of my remarks, you will become
a living message to China. You will then tell the Chinese
people, 'No matter what material destruction Japan inflicts,
it cannot bring about China's cultural destruction. Our
people must be sufficiently educated and warned to resist
all the temptations that Japan may devise. Monuments and
cities may be razed to the ground. They are but a passing
show, that is going one day to be claimed by time as its
own. If they are destroyed by the Japanese, it will only
be a morsel taken out of time's mouth. The Japanese cannot
corrupt our soul. If the soul of China is injured, it will not
be by Japan.' "
Boycott of Japan
The Chinese friend was of opinion that only the
economic collapse of Japan could save China. They wanted

